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JELASTIC PLATFORM AS INFRASTRUCTURE

Jelastic provides enterprise cloud software that redefines the economics of cloud deployment and 

management. 

We deliver Platform-as-Infrastructure: bringing 

together the flexibility of IaaS and the ease of use of 

PaaS in a turnkey package for enterprises, hosting 

service providers and developers.

And we do this at a fraction of the cost of existing 

virtualized environments.





MULTILINGUAL PLATFORM

From the very beginning, Jelastic has been 

architectured as a polyglot platform. 

We started with Java, then added PHP, Ruby

and Python.

The next in the queue are Node.js and .NET



JELASTIC RUBY HOSTING

Jelastic Cloud and Ruby have a very similar 

philosophy:

“simple in appearance, but complex inside”

Developers call Ruby a beautiful, artful language. 

And yet, it’s handy and practical. 

The same applies with Jelastic’s dashboard panel 

and a wide range of complex features



RUBY APPLICATION SERVERS

Jelastic supports the following Ruby Application Servers

• Apache + Passenger

• Nginx + Passenger

• Nginx + Puma

• Nginx + Unicorn

• Nginx + Rails Server



RUBY VERSION MANAGEMENT

RVM is used as a standard version manager.  RVM is responsible for 

configuring the current version of Ruby in each container. 

Currently, Jelastic supports the following Ruby versions:

• 1.9.2

• 1.9.3

• 2.0.0

• 2.1.1

When a user switches the versions from 

one to another, Jelastic also performs resolving dependencies.



DEPENDENCY MANAGEMENT

Dependency management is provided by Bundler. 

You only need to specify the list of required gems 

in Gemfile and Bundle and this will resolve all 

dependencies.



JELASTIC RUBY ARCHITECTURE

• Ability to use both native Ruby implementation 

and JRuby

• Support of various Ruby application servers

• Various ways of deploying and deployment 

modes (development, testing and production)

• Support of Ruby Gems



BENEFITS OF JELASTIC RUBY 

• High-availability of Ruby apps

• Automatic vertical and horizontal scaling

• Zero code changes to deploy a standard application

• Full management of Ruby app lifecycle

• Sticky load balancing: shared or dedicated

• Ability to use SSH without external IP

• Pre-packaged apps for single-click installation

• User-friendly and well considered Web UI



HIGH AVAILABILITY AND APPS FAILOVER

Jelastic provides a simple approach to providing high availability, failover and zero downtime of 

Ruby Apps

• Full High Availability for Apps 

 Load-Balancers 

 App Server 

 DB (including Database clustering) 

• Horizontal scaling (manual and automatic) 

• System Component Redundancy for HA

• Smart Containers/VMs Distribution and Migration  

• Multi Clustering and Availability Zones

• Software Defined Storage 

• Dedicated Load Balancer  



AUTOMATIC SCALING OF RESOURCES

• Jelastic provides an efficient way to spin up excess application instances only when they are needed and 

spin them down otherwise:

- Automatic vertical scaling 

- Automatic horizontal scaling 

- Hot add of resources to the cluster

• Optimal tuning of middleware stacks 

leads to the best performance in 

moments of heavy load 

• Hybrid cloud provides the ability to temporary move 

some workloads to multiple Public Cloud Instances 

• Eliminates the need to acquire and set up hardware, 

reducing provisioning time from months to minutes



ZERO CODE CHANGES

Jelastic implements “zero code change” design 

from the first days. 

You can deploy any app in the cloud, even with 

outdated design or without horizontal scaling 

settings. 

This is very suitable especially for proprietary 

software which distributes only binaries.



APPLICATION LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT

Jelastic supports multiple Application Development Lifecycle stage 

environments (such as Dev, QA, Prod).

Enterprises can adopt and implement the Jelastic platform without changing 

their current methodologies or processes

• GIT/SVN integration 

• Smooth migration between dev-test-prod 

• Environments cloning 

• Swap domains/traffic between 2 instances of app 

(change pre-prod to prod without downtime) 

• Continuous delivery using Maven and CI integration



SHARED OR DEDICATED LOAD BALANCER

Load balancing ensures high system availability through the distribution of 

workload across multiple components that increases reliability through redundancy. 

Jelastic uses NGINX for two types of balancing: 

• HTTP 

• TCP 

HAProxy will be added in the near future 

via cartridges. 

Jelastic provides a flexible choice of: fault tolerant shared load balancer for dev

and test environments fault tolerant dedicated load balancer for production apps



SSH GATE

Jelastic users can remotely access individual application containers for 

applications deployed on the PaaS in order to see their processes, file system, 

and log files. This allows users to best architect and manage their applications

SSH Gateway accepts users’ connections from the internet and then transmits 

these connections to the desired container, using an internal network

• Interactive menu and ability to travel across many environments and 

containers without unneeded extra authentication 

• Direct connect to any container 

with support of SFTP, SCP, FISH, 

Puppet, Chef, Capistrano, etc.



RUBY APPS PRE-PACKAGING

• Ability to pack the most useful and 

popular apps 

• Easy way to provide patched and 

updates for such apps 

 Configuration files 

 DB: data and schema 

 Environment topology



MARKETPLACE

• Integrated marketplace 

• Geo-distributed marketplace



SELF-SERVICE WEB PORTALS

Jelastic makes DevOps possible without hiring specialized skill sets 

Jelastic provides Self-service web portal for app developers 
• Allows to create and manage complex application environment 

• Provides orchestration for application deployment, patches, updates and roll-backs 

Ops Panel 
• Add servers to the cloud quickly and easily 

• Comprehensive analytics for all resources in the cloud 

• Performance metrics and tuning 

• Sophisticated user and security management feature

Combining  Jelastic PaaS + IaaS (tools) and DevOps

(culture) reduces operational overhead, freeing 

up resources for new products, allowing them to

concentrate on really difficult tasks and issues



QUICK 

COMPARISON



FREEDOM TO DESIGN APPLICATIONS

Freedom to design application due to needs and required scenarios

Jelastic OpenShift Heroku Engine Yard

Jelastic does not limit 
user in selecting Ruby 
versions, engine or 
libraries

OpenShift provides a 
limited set of ruby 
versions. But at the 
same time provides a 
complete set in a 
choice of libraries, as 
well as Jelastic

Heroku is quite limited 
in terms of supported 
Ruby versions, engines 
and libraries. On top 
of that, Heroku
requires developer to 
use their API to run 
application in the 
cloud

Engine Yard is more 
flexible in selection of 
engines and libraries, 
but still limited in 
patches it delivers and 
supports



FLEXIBILITY AND ELASTICITY

Flexibility and elasticity to tune application execution environment towards real-

life usage scenarios

Jelastic OpenShift Heroku Engine Yard

Jelastic provides 
automatic elasticity, as 
well as full range of 
optimization options 
and resource 
allocation parameters 
to meet any 
performance and 
scalability demands

OpenShift provides 
ability to scale the app 
by running new gears, 
while fully allocating 
resources. It is possible 
to edit most 
configuration files

Heroku allocates 
resources in quite big 
chunks and restricts 
access to many 
performance 
optimization features

Engine Yard is more 
flexible in resource 
allocation settings, but 
still limits many 
performance and load 
optimization 
parameters



AUTOMATED DEPLOYMENT

Application packaging for single-click deployment

Jelastic OpenShift Heroku Engine Yard

Any application can be 
packaged for single-
click deployment, 
making installation of 
the application by the 
end user as easy as 
one click of a button

Any automated 
deployment would 
require custom 
scripting and UI 
development

Any automated 
deployment would 
require custom 
scripting and UI 
development

Any automated 
deployment would 
require custom 
scripting and UI 
development



TECHNICAL SIDE COMPARISON

Parameter Jelastic OpenShift Heroku Engine Yard

Deployment source archive, GIT, SVN GIT GIT GIT

Deployment types development, testing, 
production

development, testing, 
production

production development, testing, 
production

Sticky load balancing + + - -

WebUI + +/- - +/-

Databases MySQL, MariaDB, 
PostgreSQL, MongoDB, 
CouchDB,Redis

MySQL, MariaDB, 
PostgreSQL, MongoDB, 
CouchDB, Redis

limited PostgreSQL as default, 
others need manual adding for 
an additional fee

MySQL, PostgreSQL

Zero code changes + +/- - +

Vertical/horizontal 
scaling

automatic, tunable/+ with limitations/with 
limitations

with limitations/with 
limitations

-/-

Components dedicated dedicated shared shared



KNOWN ISSUES & IMPROVEMENTS 

• Better UX/UI – deploy via dashboard, ftp, git are not very intuitive

• Two-factor authentication to source control systems

• Environment variables for universal configuration

• Log rotation for custom logs

• Custom init scripts for unicorn/puma

• Shared storage for files

• Documentation 

• ???



Thank You!

Start a free trial at 

www.jelastic.com/connect/free-trial/

For more information 

www.jelastic.com

http://www.jelastic.com/connect/free-trial/
http://www.jelastic.com

